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The paper presents a generalization of the theorem which states that any (everywhere 
defined) function from a finite field GF(p”l into itself may be represented at a polynomial over 
GF(p”). The generalization is to partial functions over GF(p”) and exhibiti representations of a 
partial function f by the sum of a polynomial and a sum of terms of the form a/(x -b)‘, where b 
is one of the points at which f is undefined. Three such representation theorems are given. The 
second is the analog of the Mittag-Leffler Theorem of the theory of functions of a single 
complex variable. The main result of the paper is that the sum of the degree of the polynomial 
part of the representation and the degrees of the principal parts of the representation eed be 
no more than max <IAl, IBI) where A is the set upon which the function is defined apd B is the 
set upon which the function is undefmed. 
‘Iheoretical Computer Science is, in part, concerned with finite spaces of words, 
that is, with n-tuples each element of which is from a space E(p) = 
W, 1 , . . . , p - 1). Traditionally p = 2 and E(p) = (0, l}, but recent ady;ances in 
integrated circuit technology make it practical to consider u = 3, p = 4, and even 
higher values [l, 2,3]. Herein we shall be concerned with n position p-suy words, 
that is with the space E”(p) for some prime p and some natural number n. Since 
there is a natural isomorphism between E”(p) and E(p”), we may consider our 
words to be elements of the latter. 
Over such a space E(p”) we are concerned with partial functions, that is, with a 
subset, say f, of the Cartesian product E(p”) xE(p”) such that if (a, b) F f and 
(Q, c’) E f, then b = c. If for each a in E(p”) there exists an element b in E(p”) such 
that (a, b)c f, then f is called a~ function or a total function in the usual way. 
Intuitively, a partial function is a mapping which is somewhere defined and 
somewhere undefined. The usual method used for representation oi a partial 
function is to replace the partial function by some polynomial which coincides 
with the partial function on its domain of definition. In many cases this is not a 
very satisfactory approach. It is preferable to have a representation which is 
defined where the partial function is defined and undefined! where the partial 
function is undefined. 
Xn this paper we develop P sequence of representations for partial functions of 
the form f = P + Q, where P is a polynomial over GF(p”) and IQ is a sum of terms 
of the form a/(x-b)‘. 
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Definition 1. If p is a prime and n is a natural number let k = p” and K = k - 1. 
Definition 2. If A c E(k), then IAl denotes the cardinal@ of the set A. 
DtSmiGon 3. If P(x) -C~~‘c=o (rixi, a polynomial over GF(k), then IPI = 
max {i : tq # 0), that is IPI is the degree of the polynomial P. The degree of a 
nonzero constant is zero. As is usual, the degree of the constant Lero is defined: 
lOI= - 1. 
eflnition 4. If (c,, cz, . . . , c,) is a sequence of r elements of E(k), then 
(c,, c2, - - - 9 G) = 0 if and only if for all i, (1 s i G r), ci = 0. 
II 5, If b E E(p”) and ~(ci, cz, . . . , cK) # 0 is a sequence of elements of 
E(k), then IQ,, called a principal part of b, is defined by: 
h&(x)= i 4(x-b)‘. 
i=‘. 
on 6. If b E E(k) and hb is a principal part of b, then lb I = max {i : q # 0}, 
the degree of the principal part IQ,. 
it is always clear from the context which of the uses of the vertical bars is 
intended. 
Throughout this paper we use the following lemma which is proved in [4]. 
Lemma 1. If f is a partial function defined on A cE(k), then there exists a 
polynomial P of degree IPl s IAl - 1, such that if x E A, then f(x) = P(x). 
The proof of the lemma is a straightforward construction using Newton’s 
Divided Difference Method. We say in this case that P represents f on A. 
There are two representation theorems which may be proven very simply. 
Theorem 1. If f is a p-tial function defined on A and un&$ned on E -A = B = 
{b,. 61,. . . , b,) then there is a polynomial P of degree lPl= IAl - 1, such that 
f(x) = P(x) + i (x - b,)-‘. 
i=l 
f. Let g(x)=x=, (x- bi)-l* Now g(x) is defined on A and undefined on B. 
Hence f - g is defined on A and undefined on B, and by Lemma 1 there is a 
polynomial P of degree IPI c (A I - 1, which represents f - g on A. For each x in 
E(k), f(x) = P(x)+ g(x), while for each x in B, P+ g is undefined. 
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The second theorem is the finite field cc,anterpart of a classical theorem from 
the theory of functions of a single complex variable, where it is called the 
Mittag-Leffler Theorem [S]. 
Theorem 2. If f is a partial function defined on A c E(k) and unde.fined on 
E-A=B={b,,b2 ,..., b,.}, and if (hb, : 1 G is I) is a set cf principal parts of the 
elements b,, then there is a polynomial P of degree lPi s Ii”-1 - 1, suck that for all 
x E E(k) 
f(x) = P(x)+ i h/Jx). 
i=l 
Proof. Let g(x) = I;= 1 /q,,(x). Exactly as in Theorem 1, represent f - g on A by a 
polynomial P of degree IPIGIAI- 1. Now for all x, f(x) = P(x)+ g(x), for if x is in 
B, g(x) is undefined, while if x is in A, P(x) = f(x) - g(x). 
Note that in the case of Theorem 1, the degree 
lPl+]gl<lAI-1+1131=k-l. 
For Theorem 2, for each bi the degree lk,,,l~ 1. Hence lgla r = lB( and IPI s 
IAl-- 1. 
Thus there is no precise way to predict the degree IPI + jg] of the represerltation. 
One somehow feels that making the degree of g high ought to enable oui; :o 
choose P with a low degree. The next section gives a precise formulation to this 
intuitive feeling about the degree of the representation. 
2. The main theorem 
In proving the main theorem of this paper we use the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. If r < k and A is an r by r matrix ouer GF(k), det (A) #O, and 
x=(x1,..., x,)T and 6 = (b,, . . . , br)T, then the system Ax = b has Q solution 
x = c = (c,, . . . ) CJT, such that q f 0, (1 Q i s r). This is called a strictly nonzen, 
solution of the system. 
Proof. If x=d=(dl,...,dJT * IS a solution to the homogeneous ystem Ax = 0, 
andx=c=(e,, . . . , e,) is a solution to the inhomogeneous ystem Ax = 6, then for 
each CM E E(k), ad +c is a solution of Ax = 6. Partition these k solutions into 
r+lck classes, SO, S, ,..., S,, as follows: a solution ard +c is in class Si if 
adi + e, = 0 and for all j C i, ani = q $0; if ard + c contains no nonzcro component 
it is placed in class SO. If there is a solution in class S, that solution is strictly 
nonzero and the lemma is proved, so suppose that S, is empty. Then the k (>a) 
solutions are partitioned into the r class S,, . . . ,5,, and by the pigeon hole 
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principle some class Si contain Iwo solutions, say crd + e and /3d + ce, and each of 
these has rts ith component equal to zero: crd, + e = fldi + q = 0. But since ei and 
di cancel, we have ar = p, which is a contradiction. Hence SO is not empty and 
there exists at least one strictly nonzero solution to AX= 6. 
lsbeorem 3. If f is a partial function defined on A c E(k) and undefined on 
E-A=B={bI,..., 6,) and if co is a non-negative integer and cl,. . . 9 C~ are 
namrcl numbers such that CF=o Ci = max (IAl, IBI), then there exist a polynomial P 
and principal parts hb, such that f = P +I[=, h,,, avtd IPI < co and for all i, (1 G i G r), 
lht&G 
IProof. There are six cases. 
Case 1. A =g. Leti P=O and let h,,,(x) = l/(x- bi) for each bi in B =E(k). 
Then 
f(x) = P(x) + i h& = i h&h 
i=l i=l 
which is everywhere undefined. For all i, 1 hb, I= 1 c ci, since the ci are natural 
numbers, and IPI = - 1 c co, since co is non-negative. 
Case 2. B = 8. Since f is everywhere defined, f is represented by a polynomial 
of degree at most K, b?r Lemma 1. 
Case 3. IAl = IBI. Let A = {a,, . . . , G}. This can occur, of course, only if p = 2. 
Consider the system of equations 
Dx =I Wad, f(ad, . . . 9 f(d)’ (“) 
where X=(X,, x2,. . . , ~1’ and D =(Q, hi = l/(ai - bi). The matrix D is an 
exam,ple of an alternant 16, pp. 321-3631, and 
det(D)=+n(~-n,)~cb,-s,/R (a+--bi). 
i<i i :j i.j = 1 
Since A and B are disjoint sets, each of the factors (q -. 4) is nonzero, hence 
det (I>) exists. Since i < j implies that 4 -Us # I) and bi - bj # 0, det (I?) # 0, and 
the system(*) has a solution. By Lemma 3 the system has a strictly nonzero 
solution, say x = d = (d,, . . . , 4). Let P = 0 and for each i Pet h,(x) - dJ(x - bi). 
For each a, E A we have 
,$, h,(X)= i dil(~-h)=f(~), 
i-l 
and for each bj E B, hb, is undefined. Finally IPI = - 1 c co and for each i, 1 hb, I== 1Q 
r. 
-’ Case 4. IAl <IBI. Let A ={a,, . . . , a,}. Consider the s equations: 
ig, x,/(q-b,)=f(czj)- li l/(aj-bi), (l+=s). 
i=.r+l 
(““) 
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This system of s equations in s unknowns has a strictly nonzero solution by the 
same argument as in Case 3, say (x,, . . . , x.J = (d,, . . . , 6,). Let P-0 and let 
d&-b,), if lCiSs* 
6b’(x)=Il,(*.-6i), if s+l& 
Again f(x) = c;-l h&x), ]Pj = -1 CO, and ]hb,(=lCci, for l~i~r. 
Cme 5. iB]<].A], c,=O. Let A={aI,. . ., ~1. Let the matrix D be defined as 
follows: for each i, (1 G i S r), D contains the q columns, 
(l&I -6i)v l/(&?-6i)9 * * . 9 l/t% -&))Tv 
(l/h - b,Y,Ma, - bi12, . . . , ll(u, - w2)=, 
. . . 
Wh - bi)“(, l/(al- 6i)c1, v w m yl/(q - bi)“,)=. 
Since CfzI q = max (IA], ]B]) = s, this is an s by s matrix. Let x = (x1, . . . , x,) and 
consider the system 
Dr = (f(d, f(4, . . . , fW=. 
The matrix D is again an alternant, and by [6, p, 3601, 
(4 ::‘::) 
dct(D)=*nc4_s,ncb.-b,,/i’i (q-bj)‘i. 
i<j i-4 i.j = 1 
This determinant D exists and is nonzero and the rest of the argument is as in 
Case 3. 
Cuse 6. ]Bl<]A], c,>O. Let A = aI, . . . , q. Let the matrix D be formed in the 
following way: there are co columns, 
(1, 1, * - * , UT, 
(a,, u2, * ’ ’ , as)=9 
(a% 4, . . . , a:)’ 
. . . 
followed, for each q, (1 s i S r), by q columns, 
(l/b1 -6i), l/(a2-U * - * 3 l/f% -&)JT9 
W% - 6i)2, l/(a,- 6i)“g a a s 3 l/(as - 6i)2)T9 
. . . 
(ml -6i)cip l/(~,-bi)'(y l e e ,l/(~- 6ip)=. 
This matrix D is again an alternant, and by [6, pp. 322, 360). 
det(d)=n(~-4)n(6i-6j)/i~~(ai-q). 
iCj iCj . 
Thus det (D) exists and is nonzeru and so the system of equations 
D.r = MaA f(aJ, . . . 9 f(d)= cc***1 
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has a strictly nonzero solution, say, (xi,. . . , x,) = (d,, . . . , d,). I-et P(x) = 
d1 C d2x + l l - + d&~-‘, and 
k,,(x) = d,,+,l(x - W + 4,,+& - M2+ l . . + &,+,,l(x - Wr 
. . . 
hb. (4 = d co+. . .+G_, +,4x ‘- 6,) +. l . + d,,,. . .+& - W. 
Since the 4 are the components of the solution of (****), for each q E A, 
P(q)+ i: fQJQi)Z=f(Qi)‘9 
i=l 
and for each bi E B, h,,(b,) is undefined. IPI = c,-,- 1 < co and l/q,,1 = ci. This con- 
cludes the proof of the theorem. 
Nclte that in Cases 5 and 6 it is not necessary that x contain only nonzero 
components, but only that sufficiently many components be nonzero that each hb, 
exist. In other words, it is sufficient that for each i, (1 s i G r) there exist a ji such 
that 4, # 0, where 
i-l 
Cc,<ksiG 
t=O 1=0 
For some fixed set of constants q, 1’0 s i s r), one could define that representation 
to be optimal which had the fewest, nonzero terms in P+C hb,, but there does not 
appear to be an easy way ~9 constk-uct such an optimal representation. 
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